
Ian Bessler 
 
9/2/00 Saturday 7:25 AM 
 
Sitting in the Continental gate area at Cleveland Airport, waiting out my two hour layover to Newark, listening to 
CDRs of my demos and the reconditioned Neuros live recording. Still some distortion in the left channel. No place 
to buy a cup of tea. Feeling: sleepy, but uptight. On the drive up to Dayton with Rachel for my first flight, I felt 
uptight about the journey. I didn't feel like I was paying enough attention to her. I felt distracted. I'll have a lot to talk 
about when I see her again. Trying to imagine back to when she was unknown territory. Hard to conceive of now. I 
feel weird knowing I had planned to go to Guitar Craft for 3 years. And now I'm going. The thought gave me some 
butterflies. I worry I'm underprepared. Hoping my guitar makes it through baggage safely.  
 
2:20 PM At Camp Lebanon. 
 
Picked up by Mike Black at Terminal C of Newark Airport. I had a bit of a scare at first when my luggage didn't 
come out onto the baggage claim carousel. I collared a baggage agent and got him to track down my luggage. I was 
really worried my guitar would be on the way to Florida by the time they got around to it. I had a moment of feeling 
irate while waiting in line to get some attention on my problem. Went with Mike to pick up Gianfranco and Chris 
from Toronto. We bumped into Jeanette from Seattle and gave her a lift. Feeling: still uptight. Guys sitting around as 
I write looking intense and uptight in their own right. The weather is incredibly hot and sticky. Not 
unlike...Cincinnati! I'm trying to imagine Revolutionary War soldiers some 200 years ago marching around in their 
heavy coats. Must have been miserable.  
 
5:35 PM  
 
Sat around reading some books brought along to the course by Tony from SF. The psychology of men as explained 
through Jungian psychology and the myth of the Fisher King and the Grail Quest. A lot of it struck me as true. I 
asked Tony what moved him to bring the books. He shrugged, no particular aim he's letting on to. Everybody went 
to the dining hall for afternoon tea. I sat by Gianfranco and Damien. In the larger group around the table, talk was 
about the New Standard Tuning, technique and intervals. I said a thing or two, but mostly sat quietly enjoying 
myself (and my tea) with an undercurrent of butterflies and nervous energy. My lack of sleep does not seem to be a 
problem. A lot of other people are short on sleep, too. At one point, I looked to my right and saw Robert Fripp 
intently watching the Crafties socialize. The weird thing was that I didn't immediately recognize him. I didn't expect 
to see him somehow. I looked away and gradually relaxed again and got into the conversation. I didn't see him 
leave. Throughout the day, one of the Alexander Technique teachers worked in the room with a variety of students. 
It's a very fascinating thing to watch, apparently involving an intimate understanding of body mechanics on the part 
of the instructor.  
 
5:55 PM 
 
About to go to dinner. Many people are out on solitary walks in the grass (myself included), some sitting out on the 
lawn journaling. A few are washing up, a handful are tuning guitars. I brushed my hair after dozing on the couch and 
reading, then walked around outside. Feeling: nervous, expectant. What will we find at the official opening of the 
course. What will the keynote be? The dinner bell just rang. OK, my bad. It's just tolling the hour.  
 
6:50 PM 
 
I went to the "bonus" sitting over in the large hall. That was one of the hardest things I have ever done. I think it was 
only 15 minutes, but it was subjectively a small eternity of suffering. Doing nothing is hard, just as I've always been 
told. My body was one big shifting, thrumming mass of tensions. We'll see how tomorrow goes. Insight: I am 
definitely a guy who likes to impress people with how "smart" and "articulate" I am. Dinner soon. Feeling: a little 
cranky. Humbled. Physically sore from my sitting posture.  
 
9:35 PM  
 



Dinner was excellent. Spicy vegetarian meal. Afterwards, I volunteered for kitchen duty. Initial meeting in 15 
minutes. 
 
10:45 PM 
 
The first meeting. Everybody went around and introduced themselves. I stated my aims in as plain and practical a 
fashion as I could. Robert has a detailed memory of a seeming multitude of gigs and previous events. Perhaps my 
aims were selfish? I wondered briefly. One person identified himself as a potential "course loony." He had a very in-
depth, emotional story about why he was at the course. Some people laughed and he seemed very hurt. Sometimes, 
intense feelings and experiences should be protected and not shared, especially in a public setting. Tomorrow at 7:30 
AM we sit. Disaster! My bath towels are not here!! How could I have forgotten them!? Perhaps I can improvise with 
a blanket.  
 
9/3/00 Sunday 6:50 AM 
 
Went to the shower and initially tried using a blanket to dry myself. Too scratchy, so I gave up and used my shirt 
from the previous day. Worked surprisingly well. Little embarrassment. Time to put on my deodorant and get some 
sweet n low into my pocket.  
 
Sitting at 7:30 Feeling: a little sleepy. Worried I might be getting the early stages of athletes foot.  
 
8:45 AM The sitting was of course a rough time. I shift around, but I feel like I'm cheating. A breakfast with lots of 
carbs. One of the other guys said he had talked to the Alexander Technique instructors who demonstrated a sitting 
posture where you're constantly in motion. Fripp asked the assembled group what the aim behind Dr. Who was. 
Nobody knew. One guy said, "To confuse the Americans?" Fripp just smiled. Now to tune my guitar. First 
instruction at 9:45.  
 
9:05 AM Just spent several minutes tuning my guitar. A lot of tuning. I imagine I'll need to tune it again once I get 
outside. Fripp told us to tune our guitars, but not to play them yet. I should go put my guitar back in the case. Having 
visions of it crashing to the floor.  
 
2:10 PM Sure enough, a lot of people were out of tune (some badly) by the time we got to the first circulation 
exercises. First, Robert came in and sat down, then waited until we had fallen silent before beginning. First, he asked 
us to adjust our circle to where we were happy, pointing out that the quality of the circle we physically made 
reflected the quality of us as a circle of people. The first circulation was really more of a free-for-all where we could 
each play a single note. Wispy chords coalesced around the room, along with quite a few bum notes. The signal-to-
noise ration was not that good. Robert came in with a metronomically repeated note and the proceedings coalesced 
around his rhythm. I wound up picking up on a series of single note volume swells from some guy on the other side 
of the circle, apparently a Level 2 Crafty (?). We wound up trading little volume/intensity swells. Sometimes I 
would lose Robert's rhythms and have a hard time hearing him, so I would back off until I could hear him again. 
There were several swells in the intensity of the emerging music (still with some "noise" involved.) I played silence 
several times, and I noticed others doing it, too. Eventually, the music tapered off and ended in silence. After a few 
moments of silence, when it was clear we were done, Robert introduced the GC First Primary Exercise. Then Curt 
Golden harangued us about being in tune. It's interesting to me that I'm with a group of people willing to engage in 
these sorts of activities. I've always had to fight people before. It's sort of a release.  
 
6:00 PM Almost forgot. Robert had me start a circulation. I played a note and the next person didn't respond. 
Eventually, it got underway, and when it came back to me, Robert looked at me and told me my action had returned 
to me. I wasn't sure if this was good or bad. I'll have to catch up later. These events are already obsolete by several 
hours.  
 
6:50 PM I just got back from the evening sitting ("practicing silence") and I must say the experience was many 
times better than the morning sitting. I felt like I was much more still this time around. I also took along a blanket to 
help pad my ankles. In the afternoon, we had a session with the Alexander Technique teachers. They had us go 
through several awareness exercises, including one where we were supposed to keep moving constantly, with at 
least a body length between us and other people. We milled about and clumped up in several areas on the floor, not 



totally aware of our surrounding for 360 degrees around us. While Sandra went about the room adjusting our 
postures, Frank Sheldon talked about what AT is. He said a lot of AT is about the head/neck relationship and how 
our postures and tensions flow from that. One goal seems to be to keep in constant motion, so that we do not 
"freeze" or "set" into habitual tensions. This was my impression of what he said, anyway. I've noticed when they 
move me as I play that I suddenly begin to breathe again. I'll have to sign up for some private instruction. Time for 
dinner. I haven't even remotely covered everything I wanted to.  
 
11:00 PM After dinner, I helped clean up the kitchen, then went to the evening meeting. Group lesson. Robert 
showed us a simplified(?) version of Thrak (6, 5, 7 layered). We did some circulations that came out OK. In each 
large circulation, there are certain places where it seems to bog down. It's easy to lose touch. We were in two 
concentric circles, each doing a circulation. Whether I will receive much personal instruction or not, I don't know. I 
think there may be too many students. Feeling: sore and exhausted. I smell bad. I still have a specific question about 
the First Primary, but I don't know if I'll get to ask it. At dinner, Mike Black and the Level 2 folks performed a piece. 
After muffing bits of the piece and having a piece of something thrown at them, they did a really good circulation 
(best I've witnessed, anyway.) Then Fripp asked for comments from people on the day's activities. I had the odd 
sense that several of the people at Fripp's table were staring at me. I don't know why. I had a subjective moment of 
horror wondering about repercussions. Then it passed. An answer to the Dr. Who question came up: to change 
people's perception of time. And repercussions through time. Fripp picked on Seth and asked him why he had been 
reading a book at breakfast. Seth admitted he was not the most social person, and Fripp told him he would be 
allowed to be as social as he wanted to be. Chided him for hiding behind the book. Frank Sheldon made a comment 
earlier in the day that those who hadn't really formulated their intention to be on the course were not here for that 
very reason. It's interesting that so many people really want to participate and make things happen. It's so different.  
 
9/4/00 Monday 9:40 AM Robert announced personal meetings today. I'm feeling nervous and excited about it. I 
made a comment about the Level 2 performance at breakfast (an a capella female vocal followed by "Eye of the 
Needle"). Afterward, he called on me to make another comment, gestured to me. I must have looked like I had 
something to say, or something. I'm eager to ask my question about the GC First Primary exercise. I might ask him 
about ear training, too. The sitting today was once again difficult, but nothing as bad as day before last. Robert told a 
story at breakfast about Charlie "Tremendous" Jones.  
 
2:10 PM Turns out the personal meeting sign-up sheets were filled. I'll have to be the early bird tomorrow. I have 
some questions about how I've been doing the exercises, specifically this thing I've found myself doing of leaving 
my fingers in contact with the string. In the late morning meeting with Curt and Robert, they showed us the right 
hand primary exercises. Curt raised my guitar up until it was sitting way up on my chest. It really bothers me. I feel 
like I look dorky. Or something. Certainly, raising the guitar up high upsets me somhow. I'm wondering if I will 
continue this technique when I get back. Maybe I will. I'll keep the acoustic set up in this tuning. At lunch, I signed 
up to get a bath towel when a run is made out into the world. I'm looking for an opportunity to make some music. 
Immediately after lunch, it clouded up and rained briefly. Buzzards or hawks were coasting high up in the winds. If I 
can get signed up for an Alexander lesson, that would be great, too.  
 
12:45 AM What a long day. The highlight was that I managed to make an ass of myself during the afternoon session 
with Robert. We were doing circulations going in opposite directions by thirds (skipping chairs) with one note being 
played on the offbeat. As a group, we could not seem to get the offbeat. I was pissing me off. Robert kept asking if 
we were having trouble with the concept, but nobody was saying anything. So, I asked him to explain it further. He 
did. We still didn't get it. Robert asked again if we had a problem with the concept. I made some suggestion about a 
course of action (I suggested we break into two groups to play different notes hopefully accenting the offbeat-like an 
oom-pah sort of thing.) Robert said, "You do it!" and walked out of the building (angry or not, I don't know.) The 
burden was now on me. Shaking with terror, I got up and and divided the group, had them try it. I was ultimately a 
failure as a group leader. But, I gave myself permission to fail. And the ball was rolling to pull together as a group 
and start getting these things figured out. We argued. A lot. Tried a few circulations. Argued some more. After 
people walked out, we broke for dinner. At dinner, Pat and Igor played a brief set and really tore the place up. Pat 
played a bass set up in 5ths and was great. (Their dinnertime set was great, but their rehearsal back in the bunkhouse 
tore it up at least as much.) One of the guys who spoke up quite a bit after Robert walked out made a big apology for 
it. I could smell resentment. A digression: I was late to the afternoon AT meeting because I became involved in an 
argument at tea. The discussion came around to a band whose guitarist passed away about five years ago. One 
person at the table entered the discussion with the proclamation that they were glad the musician in question was 



dead and gone. Another chimed in to second the opinion. I was shocked and dropped the topic butt cold. It's one 
thing simply to not like someone or their music. I can easily deal with that. But as a human being I found this glee 
over someone else's death disturbing and offensive, particulary in this context. I helped clean up after dinner. It was 
successful enough for us to have a moment of stillness after we were done. I took a pit stop, and while I was 
sequestered in the stall, I overheard a few guys talking about me. They made specific mention of my smirk and my 
skinniness. I have some idea of who I was listening to. Note: if you're intending to talk s**t about someone, at least 
have the good sense to make sure you're alone and the person in question is not sitting somewhere nearby listening. 
We played different variations of circulations on late into the night, and were reasonably successful. Circulations: 
simple in concept, but with many subtleties and very difficult to execute well. This may have been the day we 
became a coherent group. At some point, I realized Curt and Bill were sitting in the room observing. Eventually, we 
invited Curt back to help us and offer comment. We did this as a group. Curt led us through some drills which 
seemed to help. Before he came in, our circulations in opposite directions were very successful (compared to our 
miserable failures with Robert.)  
 
9/5/00 Tuesday I signed up late last night for a personal meeting w/Robert. Elizabeth came back and mentioned 
there was a signup sheet in the dining hall. Gianfranco and I went racing for the signup sheet. During the sitting this 
morning, I realized my ability to put my attention in my hand or foot was much stronger when I was in the circle 
then when I was by myself. I commented on this at breakfast, and I saw several heads around me nodding. A 
concensus seems to be emerging that the circle is growing in strength, and we are each recognizing we are just one 
part of a greater whole.  
 
2:00 PM I've reached the conclusion that a certain person is absolutely destined to annoy me (and vice-versa). To 
many on the course, he manifests as a wonderful human being, but for my part, I keep finding our every 
conversation and interaction is rife with discord on almost every level. And not just our little conversation at tea the 
other day. It's gotten to me at last. I'm going to avoid him. It's just what it is. I wish him well, but I choose to do so 
from a safe distance. My meeting with Robert went well. I got specific answers to my questions. I turns out I had my 
thumb arranged completely wrong. So, I got that corrected. I waited until the stroke of noon to knock on his door. 
He was very nice and alive and present. He gave me a prototype pick, and reassured me (with a twinkle in his eye) 
that my Fender pick was indeed "a piece of shit." Later, I was using my new pick, and I had this thought about 
showing it off to the "dudes" back home. Right at that instant, a breeze came up and blew it out of my hand and into 
the grass where I had no hope whatsoever of finding it. [This was my last entry before my journaling efforts 
collapsed...]  
 


